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Wrong Turn

The movie begins with two college students, FemaleFour and MaleFour , who are rock climbing

in the West Virginia Forest. MaleFour reaches the top, and looks at the view, while FemaleFour

continues to climb. FemaleFour starts to struggle and falls, but her climbing line catches her. She calls for

MaleFour to pull her up to the top of the cliff, but he doesn't respond. She sees MaleFour , lying

dead, and then his body is thrown off the cliff. Then, someone starts to pull FemaleFour up the cliff by her

climbing line. She cuts the line and falls, landing on MaleFour dead body. She manages to escape, and

sees the trees moving and eerie laughs are heard. FemaleFour almost reaches her car, but she trips over a

piece of barbed wire, and is pulled back into the woods by an unseen force, screaming.

MaleOne MaleOneLastName , a medical student, is driving through the mountains of West Virginia

on his way to a job interview. Due to a chemical spill in the road ahead, he is forced to take a different route. He

stops at an old rundown gas station and meets an old man. The old man gives him directions to the other route,

then shows MaleOne a map detailing where to go. MaleOne takes the dirt road and drives off. As

MaleOne is driving, his car begins to lose control and crashes into a Range Rover stranded in the middle

of the road. The car belongs to a group of friends on a hiking trip: FemaleOne , FemaleTwo , her

fianc MaleTwo , and a couple, MaleThree and FemaleThree . FemaleOne find a piece

of barbed wire in the woods that was tied to a tree across the road after their tires were punctured.

FemaleOne , FemaleTwo , and MaleTwo go to the woods to find help. MaleOne

joins



them, while MaleThree and FemaleThree stay with the cars. After MaleThree and

FemaleThree partake in a round of oral sex, MaleThree starts to fix their car, while

FemaleThree gets in MaleOne car. While MaleThree is fixing the car, he hears a sound

from the woods and goes to investigate.

After a while, FemaleThree notices that he is missing, and she goes into the woods to look for him. As

FemaleThree ventures further into the woods, she finds his sneaker and gasps as she finds

MaleThree severed ear. As FemaleThree stumbles back, a figure wraps barbed wire around her

mouth, tearing it open. As MaleOne , FemaleOne , FemaleTwo and MaleTwo try to

find help, they find an isolated cabin. They go into the cabin and discover miscellaneous objects: barbed wire,

car keys, odds and ends, and human body parts on the refrigerator and in the bathroom. They are horrified and

try to escape, but they hear the occupants coming back and are forced to hide. Three cannibalistic mountain men,

all whom are disfigured, enter the cabin and bring in FemaleThree dead body. MaleOne ,

FemaleOne , FemaleTwo and MaleTwo silently watch in horror, as her body is butchered

and partially eaten.

As the cannibals fall asleep, the friends walk silently and reach the door. MaleOne holds the door open

so FemaleOne , FemaleTwo and MaleThree can get out safely. As MaleOne keeps

the door open, he checks the cannibals to make sure they are still sleeping. Unfortunately, "Saw-Tooth" awakes

and



MaleOne runs. FemaleOne notices this, and she, FemaleTwo , and MaleTwo run

quickly with him. "Saw-Tooth" alerts the other cannibals and begins to chase them. The group hides in a clearing

with many cars, which they realize are the cars of the mutants' victims. MaleOne makes a diversion and

is shot in the leg with a shotgun. MaleTwo saves him by using himself as a decoy, allowing

FemaleOne and FemaleTwo to steal one of the cannibals' trucks. MaleOne gets into the

truck, and they try to find MaleTwo . FemaleTwo sees MaleTwo in the forest. As

MaleTwo starts to get in the truck, he is shot three times in the back with arrows. The arrow almost hits

the others, and MaleOne forces FemaleTwo to drive and escape fast. The cannibals pick up

MaleTwo dead body and take it back to their cabin.

MaleOne , FemaleOne and FemaleTwo hit a dead end in the road and have to continue on

foot, but FemaleTwo stays and is still depressed from MaleTwo loss. FemaleOne and

MaleOne comfort her and they continue to walk. They find an old watchtower and begin to climb up, and

find a radio and use it to call for help, but do not get a response. They see the cannibals, who are armed with

torches and reaching the foot of the watchtower. The radio starts responding their call, alerting the cannibals.

The cannibals shoot and destroy the radio through the window. After the cannibals climb the ladder and get into

the watchtower, they set it on fire. MaleOne , FemaleTwo and FemaleOne escape by

jumping out of the window into a nearby tree. They begin to climb up, but "Three Finger" has already climbed

up the tree before them. MaleOne and FemaleOne begin to climb higher as FemaleTwo

rests.



MaleOne and FemaleOne make it to the other tree, but unfortunately "Three Finger" sneaks up

behind FemaleTwo and slices her head in half with an axe and her body falls through the trees, as

MaleOne and FemaleOne watch in horror. They escape from the cannibals and hide in a cave near

a waterfall until the next morning. FemaleOne wakes up from a nightmare, as MaleOne comforts

her. Just as they find a road out of the woods, the mountain men find them and push MaleOne down the

hill and capture FemaleOne and take her back to their cabin. MaleOne survives the fall and meets

a sheriff, but before he is able to convince the Sheriff of what is happening, the Sheriff is killed by an arrow in

his eye from the woods. MaleOne jumps into the police truck and tries to drive away, but cannot find the

keys. MaleOne hides and watches as the cannibal loads up the Sheriff's body into the truck and drives it

back to the cabin. MaleOne hitches along by hanging onto the underside of their truck.

When the cannibals arrive at the cabin, FemaleOne is tied to a bed and gagged with a dog leash, crying.

As she is about to get killed, MaleOne , driving the police truck, drives through the cabin and into "One-

Eye". MaleOne unties FemaleOne , and FemaleOne shoots "Saw-Tooth" in the back with an

arrow. She and MaleOne also fight "Three Finger", and finish him off by hitting him with an axe.

MaleOne and FemaleOne notice that the cannibals are still alive, and they quickly go outside.

MaleOne has only one shotgun shell left, which he shoots at the truck, blowing up the cabin with the

cannibals still inside. MaleOne and FemaleTwo , driving the cannibals' truck, stop back at the gas

station. MaleOne , badly injured, gets out of the truck and destroys the map to the cannibals' cabin, so no

one



will ever go into the woods again. MaleOne gets back into the truck, as FemaleOne drives for the

woods, and the credits roll.

The credits are interrupted by a scene showing a deputy sheriff investigating and picking over the remains of the

destroyed cabin. Unfortunately, "Three Finger", who survived from the explosion, comes up behind the deputy

and kills him. The scene fades to black and insane laughter is heard, as the credits continue to roll.
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